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ABSTRACT 

Vector quantization can be addressed from two major optimization criteria: 

efficient codebook generation by clustering algorithms with global solutions and optimal 

encoding with die codebook. Both have been under intense study in recent years. This 

dissertation gives an in-depth analysis of three well-known clustering algorithms from 

three diffeicnt theoretical frameworks in their application to vector quantization. Their 

efficiencies foi" codebook training are analyzed and compared with lower bounds from 

rate-distortion theory. Such an analytical study provides guidelines on the selection of a 

proper clustering algorithm for vector quantization codebook training. 

With the codebook generated from a chosen clustering algorithm, a novel hybrid 

quantization scheme to preserve detail information of an image is also proposed in this 

dissertation. Motivated by the efficiency of the zerotree scalar coding of wavelet 

transform coefficients, such as the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) and set partitioning 

in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) algorithms, several attempts have been made recently to 

adopt similar methodologies to discard insignificant coefficients (or zerotrees) prior to 

employing traditional vector partitioning. This latter approach to combine vector 

quantization with zerotree elimination, however, fails to retain fine details, e.g., edge 

information, with a reasonable codebook size. In the proposed scheme, edge information 

can be preserved without excessive increase in the codebook size by creating a universal 

codebook witli a combination of vector quantization and residual scalar coding of a few 

large magnitude wavelet coefficients. The efficiency of this hybrid multiscale vector 

quantizer (HMVQ) for medical images is demonstrated by encoding MR images and 



achieving at least 2 dB PSNR improvement over SPIHT at low bit rates. Preservalion of 

fine details even at low bit rates is a desirable characteristic of HMVQ, particularly when 

medical image coding is concerned. The performance of HMVQ by using a preliminary 

universal codebook in decoding images with less distortion than the SPIHT decoder at 

low bit rates is also presented. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the introduction of Shannon's information theory in the 1950s, vigorous 

efforts have been spent on searching for an optimal vector quantizer that can approach the 

performance predicted by Shannon's rate distortion function. If the source distribution is 

known, the lower bound of Shannon's rate distortion function gives the lowest distortion 

that any quantizer of any dimension can achieve at the same rate. Since Shannon's lower 

bound represents an ideal situation, other theories have been developed for practical 

applications. For example, in the high-resolution quantization theory, rate distortion 

lower bounds are given for quantizers designed based on the assumption that the rate is 

high. This lower bound is more practical than Shannon's lower bound. In fact, it can be 

used as a good approximation even at lower rates. Besides, theoretical speculations 

originating from high-resolution quantization theory are able to provide general guidance 

in designing better quantizers, as opposed to Shannon's theory, which does not specify 

how the quantizers should be designed. 

Despite numerous attempts over the past decades, there are still some critical 

problems associated with vector quantization that prevent it from being as practically 

useful in image compression as scalar quantization. In particular, many clustering 

algorithms have been used for codebook training, but no general approach is available to 

generate a universal codebook. This dissertation focuses on the major factors affecting 

efficient generation of a vector quantization codebook. The results of the study have led 

to the development of a novel and efficient vector quantization scheme for image coding. 
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Major contributions of this dissertation are summarized below: 

1. A new vector extraction method is proposed for general codebook training. As 

opposed to traditional vector extraction approaches, this method is image size 

independent. It considers both inter-scale and intra-scale redundancy of multi-

scale wavelet coefficients and retains image feature structure. 

2. For the first time, a systematic study has been carried out on evaluating the 

performances of three well-known clustering algorithms in their application to 

vector quantization in tenns of their distortion rate functions. These 

algorithms have been designed based on different theoretical frameworks and 

have been demonstrated to perform successfully for various optimization or 

pattern recognition tasks. Through our study, merits and shortcomings of these 

algorithms are better understood. Via the analyses of these algorithms, 

improvements are suggested for their application to vector quantization. The 

investigation of these clustering algorithms is instructive for selecting an 

algorithm that performs well for vector quantization codebook training. 

3. A novel vector quantization scheme, the hybrid multi-scale vector 

quantization (HMVQ), is proposed. It has been shown to achieve better 

compression at low bit rates than other vector quantizers and the state-of-the-

art scalar quantization based algorithms. 

4. A fast wavelet transform with lifting scheme has been implemented. This 

implementation not only can enhance the processing speed of image coding in 

the wavelet domain, but it can also be used efficiently for lossless coding. 



This dissertation is organized in the following manner. First, in Chapter II, 

concepts of vector quantization are introduced. The motivation for this research in 

choosing vector quantization over scalar quantization is also described. In Chapter III, 

the discrete wavelet transform is described along with its fast implementation, the lifting 

scheme. The distribution property of the wavelet coefficients is also discussed. Chapter 

IV focuses on the study of three clustering algorithms, namely the adaptive fuzzy leader 

clustering algorithm, the deterministic annealing algorithm, and the Linde-Buzo-Gray 

(LBG) algorithm. Quantizers designed using these algorithms are compared and analyzed 

with simulated Gaussian distributed random data sets. This Chapter concludes with 

improvements of these algorithms for vector quantizer design. In Chapter V, the HMVQ 

scheme is introduced and the results are presented. Chapter VI summarizes the 

dissertation and presents suggestions for future research. 



CHAPTER II 

VECTOR QUANTIZATION 

2.1 Basic Vector Quantization 

We are very familiar with a scalar quantizer which processes every sample, one at 

a time. .A scalar quantizer is defined by two values, the decision levels x,, i=0, .., L and 

the reproduction values, y,, i=l, ..., L; 

Q(x) = y, ifx.., < x < x . , 

where L is the total number of quantization levels. 

Unlike scalar quantizers, a vector quantizer quantizes a group of samples 

simultaneously. A vector quantizer Q is a mapping from a random vector X in the k-

dimensional Euclidean space, R\ whose joint probability density function (pdf) is given 

by fj^(x)=fj,(x,,x,, ..., x j , into a finite set Y containing m reproduction vectors, referred to 

as code vectors or codewords: 

Q : R ' ^ Y , 

X^Q(x)-y, , i=l , . . . ,m, 

where Y={y, eR''; i =1, 2 ... m} is the set of reproduction vectors. A set of codewords 

that is used to represent the entire sample space is called a codebook. We can see that 

scalar quantization is just a special case of vector quantization, where the dimension of X 

is one. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic vector quantization scheme. In this coding scheme, 

we assume that the codebooks in the encoder and decoder are predefined and identical. 



To code a sample vector \ . its closest approximation y, is searched from the codebook in 

the encoder and the index i is transmitted to the decoder. To decode x, the codeword with 

index i is extracted from the decoder codebook and used as the replacement of x. The 

average distortion D, measured by the Euclidean distance, is given by: 

1 1 '" /• 
D = - £ { l l X - 2 ( X ) | r - } = - £ £ j l x - y , | l V . ( x ) ^ x , Eq.2-1 

where C, is the quantization region of centroid y,. 

The final bit rate R|̂ „̂ |, expressed as bits per pixel (bpp) in image compression, is 

related to two parts of the encoding process: the bit rate resultant from the lossy 

codebook matching, expressed as Ryg=log,(m)/k; and the lossless compression ratio (CR) 

obtained from the entropy coding of the indices CR,̂ ^̂ ,,̂ ^̂ . The final bit rate can be written 

^ f i l i a l ~ ^ V Q ' * ^ ^ lossless 
Eq. 2-2 
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Figure 2-1 Vector quantization coding process 



2.2 Choice of Vector Quantization over Scalar Quantization 

The goal of a quantizer design is to achieve the lowest distortion at bit rates as 

low as possible. In fact, these are two conflicting elements embedded in the encoding 

process. Shannon's rate distortion theory [31.32] has proven that the vector quantization 

always performs better than scalar quantization. Unfortunately, his theory does not 

specify how to design such optimal vector quantizers. Both Shannon's theory and high 

resolution quantization theory [33] give rate distortion lower bounds to quantizers of 

various dimensions: given a fixed bit rate, the distortion of any quantizer cannot be lower 

than the bounds given by these theories. Shannon's lower bound represents an 

asymptotically achievable lower bound that can never be surpassed by the performance of 

any VQ of any dimension. The high resolution quantization theory, on the other hand, 

shows that its lower bound based on the assumption of high resolution (usually means 

large codebooks or more quantization levels) are achievable by suitable choice of 

quantizer. These lower bounds provide guidance in designing vector quantizers that can 

yield quantization efficiency approaching predicted theoretical values. For example, 

according to Zador [36], the high resolution lower bound with the Euclidean distance as 

the distortion measure has the following form for discrete sources: 

D{R) = c{k,2)r"'\\p{x)\l,^,^,,, Eq.2-3 

where 

| | p ( x ) | L - [ j . . . | [ p ( x ) ] " J x ] " " , Eq.2-4 

is the La norm of/7(x), which is the distribution of x and c(k,2) is given by 

cik,2)> ^ r ( l + ̂ ) , Eq.2-5 
{k + 2)71 2 



where r(x) is the Gamma function. Conway and Slone's lower bound [37] for c(k,2) is 

given by 

c(kj) > i ± i l i ^ ( A - + 1)"^ (^!) '̂*- f^ (k)"', Eq. 2-6 

where 

'" 1 
^,„=S- Eq. 2-7 

/ = i ' 

and 

/,(A) = l 
arc sec.V 

/,(.v) = , 
n 

r . ^ 1 \ f^^(^~2)dx C OQ 
/^^-^^--J r̂ —: Eq.2-8 

^ „-i . W x ' - l 

is the Schlafli function. The values of c(k,2) for k from 1 to 24 are tabulated in [37]. 

To obtain D(R), we have to know p(x). For vectors extracted from images or 

transform coefficients of images, they usually have probability densities that are very 

difficult to estimate because they are complicatedly correlated. To estimate the rate-

distortion lower bound of the actual source, it is convenient that the original source with 

memory be approximated by a source without memory by assuming independence among 

the elements inside the vectors. To make such an assumption acceptable, i.e., for D(R) to 

be a close approximation for large k, the given source must exhibit statistical regularity in 

the form of a memory structure that decays with sufficient rapidity. For images, the pixel 

value correlation decreases very fast, thus when we use an appropriate length or block 



size to map the pixels into vectors, the approximation of independency is reasonable. 

Then the joint probability function of the source can be changed to 

^.v(x) = np, , ( .v , ) , Eq.2-9 

and the rate-distortion lower bound Eq.2-4 can be rewritten as 

D > c(^,2)2--«[£p, (x)̂ "-̂ -̂V/x]'̂ ^* '̂'̂  Eq.2-10 

k=l refers to scalar quantization, while k>=2 refers to vector quantization. 

Eq.2-10 also tells us that the gain of vector quantization over scalar quantization does not 

depend on the rate, but on the source distribution. The reduction in the distortion lower 

bound of vector quantization D(R)yQ over scalar quantization D(R)5Q at the same bit rate 

can be derived as 

D(R)^^ cil,2)2-"'[lP,(xy"dxf 
^VO/SQ 

D{R\Q c{k,2)2-^''[\p^{xY"''-'dxf 

[[P.ixf'dxf 
Eq.2-11 

12c(/t,2)[j^P,(x)'"*"-V/.vl<^-"''' 

For example, Ĝ Q/SQ for identical independent distribution (i.i.d) Gaussian source 

with zero mean and standard deviation a 

e x p ( - A - " / 2 ( 7 " ) -r-. T , ^ 

P^ (A) = ^̂  Eq. 2-12 
J2no 

is given by 

G = — . Eq.2-13 
4c{k2)(^''''"' 

k 

Likewise, G^^,^^ for a uniformly distributed source is given by 



Giv/ 
1 

SQ_ uniform 
I2c(k,2) 

Figure 2-2 gives a plot of Eq.2-13 and Eq.2-14 for various dimensions. 
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Figure 2-2 Ĝ Q̂ JQ for three types of sources 

Although derived based on the assumption of high rates, G^^^^^ in Eq.2-11 does 

not depend on rate R; demonstrating that when appropriately designed, vector quantizers 

perform better than scalar quantizers, even when the latter is optimally designed. 



CHAPTER III 

WAVELET TRANSFORMS FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION 

Transforms provide more compact representations of image signals than original 

signals themselves: transform coefficients are usually less correlated and energy is more 

concentrated on fewer coefficients. These two characteristics are advantageous for 

compression. Numerous transforms such as the discrete Fourier transform, the discrete 

cosine transform, and the Karhunen-Loeve transform have been applied successfully to 

image compression and have demonstrated higher coding efficiency than in the spatial 

domain. 

The wavelet transform has attracted wide spread interest recently in the image 

compression community. It is suitable for image compression in many ways. For 

example, it admits non-stationary signals, provides good localization in both spatial and 

frequency domains, takes the human vision mechanism into consideration [68] and 

allows progressive transmission of compressed images over the network. 

In this chapter, we will briefly describe the wavelet transform, its fast 

implementation—the lifting scheme, integer to integer mapping with the lifting scheme, 

the distribution of wavelet coefficients, as well as their advantages for image coding. The 

lifting scheme can be not only used for a fast and reversible wavelet transform, but also 

to map integers to integers, which is very attractive for lossless image coding. 

Implementation of the lifting scheme is an integral part of this dissertation. It will be used 

for image vector quantization, which will be covered in Chapter V. 

10 



3.1 The Discrete Wavelet Transform 

By introducing a basic mother wavelet ^, a basic scaling function cp and their 

scaled and translated versions, 

W^,k^t)^V'-xif{Vt-k\ j,keZ Eq.3-1 

(p,{t) = (p{t-k), / V G Z , (p&l:. Eq.3-2 

(Pj^,(i) = 2"'(p(2't-k), Eq.3-3 

where ^i/and ^are orthogonal functions, 

{!Pj.k(0,V^;j(O) = \(Pj,k{t)Wj,i{t)dt = 5.,5^,, Eq. 3-4 

a signal/(r) can be expanded as a discrete sum of these functions: 

f{t) = Y,(:.{k)2''^(p{2't-k) + ^d.{k)V'-y/{2't-k). Eq.3-5 

or more concisely, 

fit) = Y^c^ {k)(p., (0 + X«^; (̂ )?̂ M W • Eq. 3-6 
k k 

The coefficients c(k) and d (̂k) in this expansion define the discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT) of the signal/ff), which can be expressed as: 

c,{k)^[f{t\(p^,{t))^\f{t)(p^^,{m, Eq. 3-7 

and 

d^ (k) = {fit), Wj,, it)) = j fit)Wj,k it)dt. Eq. 3-8 

11 



Such decomposition is similar to the mapping off(t) in the frequency domain with 

the discrete Fourier transform. 

From a multiresolution point of view, the scaling function cp and its two-

dimensional family of functions generated from scaling and translation, as expressed in 

Eq.3-2 and Eq.3-3, form a multiresolution space of cascading resolution. 

Let Vj denote the sub-space of L ' (R) spanned by the basic scaling function. 

V„ = span{<Pi. it)}, Eq. 3-9 
k 

where the cross bar represents closure. Let y„, be the sub-space spanned by (Pjjt) 

V,„ - span{(p^i2^t)] = span{(p J ^ it)} for aiWinlegevs me Z. Eq. 3-10 
*: k 

The sub-spaces V are embedded and have the relationship of Vj c V^̂ ,, thus cpjt) 

can be expressed in the weighted sum of (pJ2t), 

(pit)=^Y^hin)42(pi2t-n). Eq. 3-11 
n 

When a signal/(r) is represented by the scaling functions only, 

fit) = Y^a,(pi2't + k). Eq.3-12 
k 

This can be interpreted as the addition of different resolution information. If j>0, 

the scaling function ^./rj is narrower, representing finer details; when j<0, it is wider and 

represents coarse information. Thus, when the scale changes, the resolution of the signal 

changes. 

12 



Turning back to the mother wavelet ij/, the space W it spans is exactly the 

orthogonal complement in V.^ of K representing the detail information lost when going 

from an approximation of / with resolution 2̂ "' to the coarser approximation with 

resolution 2\ 

Thus we have V=V |®W ,, and the entire signal in L̂  can be written as 

L'=v,ew„ew,ew,e.... Eq. 3-13 

Assuming Vp is chosen as the lowest resolution of the signal, a 4-level 

decomposition of the signal can be illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

Lew e st rgg ol uti on 
/ 

Difference between 

Meighboriiig tgsolution Ifvels 

High est res olu ti on 

Figure 3-1 Four level wavelet decomposidon 

It can be seen from Figure 3-1 that \iX.t) also has a nesting relationship with the 

shifted scaling function (p{2t), thus it can be expressed as 

y/it) = Y,h,in)42(pi2t-n), n e Z . Eq. 3-14 
n 
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In [69], it is demonstrated that the coefficients from different decomposition 

levels can be calculated as 

•,(A-) = X''o("'-2A-)c^„(m), Eq.3-15 

d,(k) = 'Yh,(m-2k)c.^,im). Eq.3-16 

Implementation of Eq.3-15 and Eq.3-16 as a convolution or filtering process is 

shown in Figure 3-2. 

L7+; 

k 

w 

r-^ 

L^ 

h i 

ho 

•h 

i2 

W" 

W" 

i2 Down sampling 

Figure 3-2 Forward transform 

Multilevel decomposition can be obtained by decomposing c. the same way ĉ ,̂ is 

decomposed several times. 

Reconstruction of the original fine-scale coefficients of the signal can be achieved 

from a combination of the scaling function and wavelet coefficients at a coarse 

resolution. 

fit) = 'Yc^ik)'Yh,in)2'^'''"(pi2'''t-2k-n) + 
k n 

Y,d^ik)'Yh,in)2'^'''"(piV^'t-2k-n)' 
Eq. 3-17 

and 
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Cj,,ik)^Yc.im)h,(k-2m)+Y,d,{m)h,ik-2m). Eq. 3-18 

The reconstruction process can be illustrated in Figure 3-3, paralleling Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-3 Inverse transform 

The one-dimensional wavelet transform can be extended to higher dimensions. In 

the two-dimensional transform [38], each subspace V, can be expressed as a tensor 

product of two identical subspaces in L'(R), i.e., V^,,(x,y)=V,Jx)@V,jy). Assuming the 

scaling function (pix,y} is separable, the scaling function can be expressed as (p{x,y)= (fix) 

(piy), and it can also be shown that the projected wavelet functions can be expressed as 

[71] \l/„=(pix) y/(y),%=y4x)(p(y),md y/^=y/(x) y/(y), where if/(x) and y/(y) are companion 

wavelets to the scaling functions gj(x) and (p(y). Here, the subscripts H, V and D refer to 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal components, respectively. A two-level wavelet 

transform is shown in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4 Two-dimensional two-level wavelet transform 

3.2 Fast Implementation: The Lifting Scheme 

In general, the wavelet transform can be implemented as a convolution of a signal 

and a wavelet filter. However, the lifting scheme can be used for fast implementation of 

the wavelet transform. 

A filter h is completely defined by its impulse response {h,̂  6 R | keZ}. The Z-

transform of a FIR filter h is a Laurent polynomial h(z): 

hiz)=J^Kz-' , Eq. 3-19 
k=k,, 

where k;, and k̂  are the smallest and largest integer number k for which h, is not zero. 

The regular forward wavelet transform can be described as filtering a signal 

through two analysis filters h and g (low pass and high pass) followed by subsampling, 

while for the inverse transform, wavelet coefficients are first upsampled and then passed 

16 



through two synthesis filters h and g (also low pass and high pass), /i, g , h, and g are all 

FIR filters. The condition for perfect reconstruction is given by 

h(z}hiz'') + g(z).^{z'') = 2, Eq. 3-20 

and 

h(z)li(~z-') + giz)gi-z-') = 0. 

Using polyphase representation, a polyphase matrix is defined as 

Eq. 3-21 

P ( : ) -
Mz) gAz) 

Kiz) g„iz) 
Eq. 3-22 

where ĥ ,ĥ ,g_̂ , and ĝ  are even and odd terms of the corresponding filters. Piz) is defined 

similarly. For perfect reconstruction, we have 

P(:,)P(--')' = / Eq. 3-23 

According to [70], P(z) can be decomposed into multiple steps of multiplications 

of Laurent polynomials s,(z) and t(z) for 1< i< m and a non-zero constant K, so that 

Piz) = ll 
'1 sSzi 
0 1 

1 0" 

_t,iz) 1_ 

'K 0 

0 \IK 
Eq.3-24 

Eq.3-24 means that the wavelet transform can be obtained by starting with the 

Lazy wavelet (subsampling the original data into even and odd samples) followed by m 

stages of lifting (s_(z)), dual lifdng (t.(z)), and a scaling factor K. 

The dual polyphase matrix is given by 
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in 

p(z)=n 
1 0' 

r^Az'') i_ 
'i 

0 
-t,iz-') 

1 

'\IK 

0 
0 
K 

Eq.3-25 

To be more specific, the lifting scheme can be separated into serveral steps. Let us 

take the forward transform for example, which is illustrated in Figure 3-5. First, the input 

is separated into odd and even samples. 

^\J ' ' 1 ,2 / ' " i , / ' 'i,2;+i Eq.3-26 

where s,,, and s, j ,^ , are even and odd samples respectively, s"",,, and d"",, represent the 

coefficients from the Lazy wavelet transform. 

Subsequently, s"',, and d'"*,, go through several stages of lifting and dual lifting. In 

dual lifting, even samples are filtered through s,(z''), whose coefficients are represented as 

p" ^ through p'"' in Figure 3-5. By subtracting the results from p*" from the odd samples, 

we have d*",. This step is expressed in Eq.3-27. It coiresponds to getting high frequency 

or detail informadon from the signal. In the following lifdng step, we apply a filter t(z"') 

to d"',|, then subtract the result from the even samples, resuldng in s'",,, a coarse version 

of the original signal. The lifdng can be expressed as in Eq.3-28. The coefficients of t,(z'') 

are expressed as u" ' and u'"̂ ' in Figure 3-5. This concludes the second stage of the lifdng 

scheme. 

Y,p[ M,/-it 
Eq.3-27 

•*!,/ ~ "̂ 1,/ Z J * "l./'/t • 
Eq.3-28 

At each dual lifdng and lifdng stage, we obtain a lower resoludon version of the 

signal than the signal at the previous stage, and correspondingly the details of the signal. 
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After all the stages are finished, a coarse version of the signal (low frequency 

components) and the high frequency components from each stage are obtained up to a 

scale K for the low freqency and 1/K for the high frequency. The inverse transform is 

schemadcally described in Figure 3-6. 

'"^ l'iv>-r LP 

A^>-- BP 

even samples /f;:^^ 

jiiginal 
;Jata 

odd samples 

[ 
pi I) 

\ 

\ 

^IV 

^ ~ ^ 

1 

Figure 3-5 Forward lifting 

LP -

BP i^>:: 

^ 
A-'':-

J 

I • ^ 

I 

I © even sairiples 

</') 

7 ^ 
^ 

odd sairiples 

original 
data 

Figure 3-6 Inverse lifdng 

Just as a non-prime number can be factored in different ways, the factorizadon of 

a polyphase matrix is not unique, thus the lifdng scheme coefficients for a wavelet filter 

can be different. Depending on the applicadon, the number of lifdng steps (concerning 

the processing speed) as well as other properdes such as symmetry and the scaling factor 

K should be considered before an appropriate factorizadon can be chosen. 

3.3 Implemendng Integer to Integer Mapping with the Lifdng Scheme 

Transforms that can map integers, for instance, image pixel values, to integer 

transform coefficients are desirable when lossless coding in the transfomi domain is 
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considered. [70] shows that if a wavelet can be implemented with the lifdng scheme, an 

integer to integer mapping version of this wavelet can be easily built by round-off 

operations at each lifdng and dual lifdng stage. For example, the forward integer to 

integer mapping from stage (i-1) to stage (i) is given by: 

. ( 0 ) 

/ i M _ / i i - n 

j ( 0 ) 
1.2/+1 

S/^r^iii-^^ Eq.3-29 

c=-r- S r̂̂ ^^ 

The inverse transform is immediately available by changing the sign, flipping the 

lower stage coefficient to the left, and moving the higher stage coefficients to the right. 

stardng from the highest stage to the lowest: 

-'!,/ ''1,/ ~ E"r<^-.4 

„ _ , ,(0) ^ J < 0 ) 
•^1.2/ ~ ^ ij ' •^1,2/+1 " 1 . / 

Eq.3-30 

It is obvious that Eq.3-29 and Eq.3-30 guarantee perfect reconstrucdon of the 

signal from transform coefficients. However, for a complete wavelet transform, as we can 

see from Eq.3-24 and Eq.3-25, there is a scaling constant K at the last stage of the lifdng 

scheme that has to be considered. Generally, there are two approaches to handle K: 

1. Omit K. In this case, the final coefficients from the low pass and high pass 

filters are either down scaled or up scaled. This approach significately alters 

the range of the coefficients and might have a negadve effect on some of the 
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coding schemes. For example, in EZW [61] and SPIHT [62], the performance 

of the coder depends critically on the range of the data. 

2. Factor K into extra lifdng steps to maintain correct scaling for both the low 

pass and the high pass filter, as is shown here: 

K 0 

0 \IK 

1 K-K-

0 1 

1 0 

•UK 1 

1 K-\ 

0 1 

1 0 

0 1 
Eq. 3-31 

However, when K^l, the symmetrical property of the transform is lost during the 

rounding operations in the lifdng and dual lifdng steps. As will be discussed in the 

following secdon, such loss of symmetry results in imperfect reconstrucdon of boundary 

informadon when the integer to integer mapping is applied to finite length signals such as 

images. 

Therefore, the way in which K is handled is an applicadon dependent decision. 

Implementadon of the reversible wavelet transform that maps integers to integers 

can be summarized with the following pseudo-code [70]: 

.(0) 
•^1,2/' " ] , / ' ' l 2;+i A 

fori=l:l:M, 

v / : j ; ; ' = < " Srf'^n^ > 

+ • 

Forward transform 

J 
end 
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fori=l:-l:M, 

V/:.r=..- + 

V/:^/,7" =d\[l + 

l"rd (0 
i,/-ii + -

IPH'^U^^ 

end 

_ ,(0) . _ /(O 
•^1,2/ ~ ^\.l ' •^l,2/+l ~ " l , / 

Inverse 

transform 

3.4 Handling Image Boundaries 

When applying the wavelet transform to finite length signals such as images, it is 

necessary to consider filtering strategies at image boundaries. The most often used 

approaches include zero padding, periodic extension, and symmetric extension (mirror 

extension). To achieve a perfect-reconstrucdon wavelet transform for images, there are 

some condidons that must be sadsfied by the wavelets. For example, they have to be 

filter banks with linear phase. For floadng-point wavelet transforms, as long as the 

wavelet can preserve signal symmetry, perfect reconstrucdon is guaranteed. However, 

when mapping integers to integers, the symmetry-preserving property of the wavelet 

could be lost during the integer mapping process. For instance, if the wavelet is linear-

phased but constant K does not equal 1, perfect reconstrucdon cannot be achieved if K 

must be included. 

Zero padding and periodic extension are seldom used in image coding because of 

their poor performances; the discondnuides at the boundaries usually create 

extraordinarily large coefficients. Depending on the symmed-y of the linear-phase 



wavelet filter, odd or even symmetry has to be used in symmetric extension. Th 

illustrated in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. 

IS is 

X„ X., 

X,„ X 

x„ x„ x„ 

X, , X 

X,j X, 

X„ X,. 

Figure 3-7 Even mirror extension 

X,, X,^ X, 

'"̂ M X „ X^. 

x„ x„ x,̂  

Figure 3-8 Odd mirror extension 

3.5 Selecdng a Proper Wavelet for Image Compression 

A number of wavelet characterisdcs affect image coding efficiency as well as the 

quality of the reconstructed image. Among these are the number of vanishing moments 

(oscillatory characterisdc) of the analyzing and synthesizing wavelet funcdons, the 

regularity of the analyzing and synthesizing scaling funcdons, and the frequency 

selectivity of the analysis filters. In fact, the first two elements are related: any r-regular 

muldresolution analysis generates a wavelet with r-i-1 vanishing moments. To avoid 

distordon in reconstructed images, it is desirable to use linear phase wavelets, because 
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non-linear phase filters degrade edges. In addition, for rapid processing, short filters are 

preferred. However, since images are generally smooth signals, except at the edges, it is 

appropriate to use perfect reconstrucdon wavelets with good regularity. Some of these 

characterisdcs are mutually exclusive conditions for orthogonal wavelets. For example, 

when using very short wavelet filters for lossy image compression, although processing 

tune is reduced, reconstructed images are dominated by ringing ardfacts, to which the 

eyes are very sensidve. 

To reach a better compromise between these factors, the orthogonality condidon 

can be relaxed to biorthogonality. Actually, researchers have found that biorthogonal 

wavelets are more suitable for image coding. Research in this area has shown that the 9-7 

wavelet performs better for image compression than other wavelets [38,54]. Therefore, it 

is used for our vector quandzadon scheme, which will be described in Chapter V. Unless 

otherwise specified, the wavelet transform coefficients referred to hereafter are by default 

generated from the 9-7 wavelet. 

3.6 Probability Distribudon of Wavelet Coefficients 

The pixel distributions of images are multi-mode, unpredictable and vary 

drastically from image to image. On the other hand, the high frequency components of 

the wavelet coefficients of all images demonstrate a similar distribudon: the wavelet 

coefficients are almost symmetric to and peak at the origin; they decrease rapidly (small 

variance) away from the origin with long tails. This is very similar to Gaussian 

distribudons. Pardcularly, it is found to be closer to the generalized Gaussian distribudon 

[54], which has a steeper peak at the origin than the Gaussian: 
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/ 7 ( A ) - m ' ^ ' ' • > | ^ Eq.3-32 

u ^^ A u ^ r ( 3 / a ) 
where a . and î  = — 1 . while a is the standard deviation of x. The 

2r(i/«) 

Gamma function is given by 

crVVil/a) 

r(/3) = |%-^A-^-'j.v. Eq. 3-33 

For image compression, such a single-mode distribudon is advantageous since it 

is easier to develop general coding schemes for one type of source than one for sources 

with different distributions. 

To demonstrate this property of wavelet coefficients, we show and compare the 

pixel gray level distributions of three different images in Figure 3-9 with their wavelet 

coefficient distribudons in Figure 3-11. These images were randomly selected from the 

u s e image database. The huge differences among the pixel gray level distributions in 

Figure 3-10 and the similarity among the wavelet coefficient distribudons are very 

obvious. 

(a) Lena 
(512x512.8bpp) 

(b) Boat 
(512x512, 8bpp) 

Figure 3-9 Original images 

(c) Goldhill 
(512x512, 8bpp) 
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Figure 3-10 Pixel gray level distribudons 
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Figure 3-11 L'-level high frequency wavelet coefficient distribudons 

For spadal images, close pixels have higher correladon than pixels farther away. 

The correlation among pixels decreases very fast as a function of distance. For vector 

quantization, we are concerned with both the reladon of neighboring wavelet coefficients 

and their distribution. V/hen vectors are formed by organizing neighboring wavelet 

coefficients together, the ideal case would be such that we can reasonably assume 

independence among elements inside the vector so that the distribudon of the vectors can 

be estimated conveniently. Such an assumpdon is especially important in modeling 

vector distributions at high dimensions. 
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To study the coireladon between two neighboring coefficients, we form two-

dimensional vectors from coefficients of the 4-level wavelet transforms of the above 

three images, refen-ed to as vectors x. The actual probability distribution of x is shown in 

Figure 3-12. The covariance matrices Ĉ ,,̂  of x can be obtained readily: 

C = 
316.3 3 . 7 I nuiwaltzi.-

3.7 325.3 ^ nii.\ 

1.0012 0.0115 

0.0115 1.0018 

We can see that the coneladon is small and it is reasonable to assume 

independence, especially when we are using vectors from different images as training 

vectors. 

^ in ' 

2 -
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«3Q 
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Figure 3-12 2D vector distribudon 
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CHAPTER IV 

CLUSTERING ALGORIHTMS 

4.1 Clustering Algorithms 

A \ector quantizer is characterized by the codebook and the distordon measure 

chosen to generate the codebook. With a codebook available, the performance of a vector 

quandzer is often evaluated by its computadonal intensity and storage complexity. The 

computadonal intensity involves the number of operadons that it takes to encode or 

decode a vector. For the unstructured codebook, the encoder calculates the distance 

between the sample vector and every codeword in the endre codebook to get the best 

match. For a k-dimensional codebook with bit rate R, there will be 2'*'' codewords. When 

the mean square eiror is used as a distordon measure (3 operadons/sample), it takes 3x2"'' 

operadons to encode one sample vector. The storage requirements for both the encoder 

and decoder include memory used for the storage of the codebook and addidonal 

information used to facilitate codebook searching. Again, for the simplest case of an 

unstructured codebook, no additional information is needed, so only 2'*'' vectors have to 

be stored. If the codevector dimension and bit rate are high, both the computadonal 

intensity and the storage complexity will explode, making it highly impracdcal for real

time applicadons such as video coding. 

To make vector quandzers pracdcally useful, it is necessary to have a tradeoff 

between the computadonal intensity and the storage complexity. Various approaches 

have been proposed in the literature. The use of fast searching schemes for unstructured 

codebooks sacrifices storage complexity for reduced arithmedc operadons. Some use 
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addidonal memory to store informadon [1-10]. For example, a table can be used to 

document the distance between codewords, so that when a search is performed, part of 

the codewords can be excluded from searching according to their distance from each 

other, resuldng in a faster exhausdve search [11-25]. The construction of structured 

codebooks aims at establishing a codebook with structured partidons so that a faster 

search is possible, and sometimes at the same dme yielding a reduction in memory 

lequirements. Lattice quantizers, tree-structured codebooks, and pyramid VQ all fall into 

this category. An in-depth descripdon of such techniques can be found in [26]. 

When codebooks are not available, they have to be generated by vector 

quandzation algorithms. Vector quandzation schemes usually have complicated 

structures that lead to considerable difficulty in analyzing their performance 

mathemadcally. A vector quandzer may perform well for certain types of images, but it is 

hard to find one that fits all types of images. Furthermore, the lack of an appropriate 

distordon measure that fits well with the human visual system (HVS) model makes it 

hard to evaluate recovered image quality objecdvely, while subjective evaluadon is 

expensive and in most cases impracdcal to execute. Perhaps these are part of the reasons 

why there is no standard for evaluating the performance of vector quantizei^s yet. 

Particularly, to make unbiased evaluadon of image VQ even harder, there is no standard 

database for global codebook training equivalent to what the iris data set is for pattern 

recognidon algorithms. Most of the publicadons in the literature use their own preferred 

images, except for a few such as "lena," and "peppers," etc, (even for these images there 

are many different versions). 
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Under these circumstances, considering that the purpose of compression is to 

reduce bit-rates, it is appropriate to adopt the rate-distortion function as a criterion to 

evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms used for VQ. Furthermore, because of 

the lack of benchmark test data, both simulated data and natural images should be used. It 

is advantageous to use simulated data because it provides an objecdve comparison with 

an exact theoredcal rate-distortion lower bounds of Shannon's model or high resolution 

model. Certain types of simulated data can model natural images or transformed image 

coefficients to some degree of accuracy. For example, the first-order Gauss-Markov 

source with a correlation coefficient of r=0.95 corresponds to the typical correladon of 

adjacent samples in a baseband image, and Shannon's lower bound in this case can be 

easily calculated. In pardcular, wavelet subband coefficients of transformed images are 

less con^elated and have a distribudon similar to a Gaussian distribudon, which can be 

approximately modeled as a memoryless Gaussian source, whose Shannon lower bound 

is also available for comparison. However, to compensate for the lack of visual 

informadon in the simulated data, natural images with various features (for instance, 

edges, smoothness, and texture) are also used to evaluate the impact of the quandzation 

on perceptual distordon, although the theoredcal distordon-rate funcdons for real images 

have to be computed with much higher complexity [41]. 

4.1.1 Selected Clustering Algorithms 

Clustering algorithms can be used for image segmentadon and vector 

quandzation. Both belong to the same data classificadon category. Generally speaking. 
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the task of applying clustering algorithms for image segmentadon and vector quandzadon 

differs in many ways: 

1. Cuirently, the human psycho-visual model is seldom included in the 

distordon measure for vector quantizadon. (Euclidean distance is still the 

most often used criterion.) However, for segmentadon, certain a priori 

knowledge can usually be embedded into the similarity measure and a 

better result can be expected. 

2. The very objecdve mean square error (MSE) or peak signal to noise rado 

(PSNR), although not correladng well with the human visual system 

(HVS) model, is used for effecdveness evaluadon of quandzer 

performance. However, the final judgment of the result of both 

segmentadon and quandzadon is human, but MSE and PSNR have higher 

relevance for image quantizadon than segmentadon. For segmentation, the 

performance of the algorithm is judged by the number of successful 

classificadons or misclassifications based on some a priori knowledge of 

the correct classification. 

3. Vector quandzation uses fixed data representadon with a predefined 

codebook. However, the quandzer is not fixed, it can be altered depending 

on the quality requirements of reconstructed images or bit rates. There can 

be as many clusters as the number of samples. On the other hand, 

classificadon validadon exists for segmentadon, where the performance is 

not decided by the quantity of clusters generated from the source. 

Furthermore, for quandzadon, the higher the number of clusters, the lower 
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the MSE (higher PSNR) and thus the higher the reconstructed quality. 

This correlation of the number of clusters and the resultant quality is very 

different from .segmentation. 

The statistical properties of the source have a significant influence on most 

clustering algorithms. However, it is also common knowledge that it is difficult to 

estimate the statistical properties of most natural sources. Some clustering algorithms are 

designed based on stadstical properdes of the sources, while others are designed without 

considering the source statisdcs. Some are designed using both: when the probability 

density funcdon (pdf) of the source is known or can be esdmated, the algorithm is 

switched to the statisdcal mode, otherwise, an assumpdon of the source stadsdcs, for 

example, assuming that the source is uniformly distributed, is used as a general mode. 

To select a good clustering algorithm for codebook training, we are considering 

algorithms that can work both using the knowledge of the source pdf and without any 

infomiadon about the source. We choose three well known clustering algorithms from 

three endrely different theoredcal backgrounds: the LBG [34] algorithm, designed with 

the optimal quantizer rule; the neural-fuzzy based adaptive fuzzy leader clustering 

(AFLC) [65], whose clustering is performed without any assumption on the stadstical 

properties of the source; and a recently developed, statistical mechanics based 

determinisdc annealing (DA)[53] algorithm that claims to achieve a global optimum most 

of the dme. 

All three algorithms have been applied to image segmentation and vector 

quandzation but their performances have never been objecdvely evaluated and compared. 

in this disbcriation, experiments will be designed to nnestigate and analyze the 
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effectiveness of all three algorithms for the task of quandzadon. The results of such 

evaluadons will be applied to select proper clustering algorithms for vector quantizadon 

codebook generadon. 

4.1.1.1 Adapdve Fuzzy Leader Clustering 

AFLC is an integrated neural-fuzzy clustering algorithm that can be used to leam 

cluster structure embedded in complex data sets in a self-organizing manner. The 

algorithm has a two-layer structure. The first layer uses a self-organizing neural network 

similar to ARTl [42-44] to find hard clusters. Let C be the current number of centroids 

and V( (1=1, ..., C) represendng the centroids. When a new sample x, comes in, it is 

normalized and then inidally classified into the cluster on which it has the largest 

projecdon (a winner-take-all or MAXNET |45.46| learning rule): 

v,. = max[>'.} = max J)Z?yA,, l, i = 1,...,C, 

^'^' ' Eq.4-1 

V •' \\\ 

II d W k 

where i' is the index of the winning centroid. 

The second layer serves as a verificadon process. By verifying the inidal sample 

recognidon through a vigilance test, the algorithm is able to dynamically create new 

clusters according to the data distribution when the verificadon fails, or opdmize and 

update the system when the inidal sample recognidon is confirmed. The vigilance test 

consists of calculadng a rado between the distance of the sample to the winning cluster 

and the average distance of all the samples in this cluster to the cluster centroid. 
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R = —^ ^—- Eq,4-2 

'^i k=l 

When this ratio is higher than a user-defined threshold, the test fails and a new 

cluster is created, taking the sample as the inidal centroid (a leader clustering approach) 

and assigning an inidal cluster distance value to this new cluster (which has only one 

sample coinciding with the centroid; it is necessary to assign an inidal distance value so 

that the vigilance test can be performed when the next sample is presented). Otherwise, 

the sample is officially classified into this cluster, and then its centroid and the fuzzy 

membership values are updated with fuzzy C-means [47] (FCM) optimizadon, 

V, = ^ E ' l K ) " ^ ) ' i = l2,...,c Eq.4-3 

(l/||x,.-v,f)'""-' ._^^ _ ._ ,^ Eq.4-4 
, W r a - l 

i^\,2,...,c;j = \,2,...,p 

Figure 4.1 shows the flow chart for AFLC implementadon. AFLC has been 

shown to produce good performance consistently [48-50]; however, its complicated 

structure makes it hard to evaluate mathemadcally its performance and its ability to 

successfully achieve global optimum. 

4.1.1.2 Determinisdc Annealing 

Determinisdc annealing [53] is an opdmizadon algorithm based on principles of 

information theory, probability theory, and stadsdcal mechanics. Specifically, it 
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minimizes the expected distortion of the given system ensemble while maximizing its 

randomness (Shannon's entropy). Let D be the average distordon, 

^ = S S <̂-̂ "' 3')f/(.v, y) = X ^(-^'S P^y I -^^dix, y), Eq. 4-5 

w here p(x,y) is the joint probability distribudon of input x and codeword y, p(y|x) is the 

associadon probability that relates x to y, and d(x,y) is the distordon measure. Shannon's 

entropy of the system is given by 

//(X,F) = -2^^p(A-,y)log/?(x,y). Eq. 4-6 

The opdmizadon is equivalent to minimizing the Lagrangian 

F = D-TH, Eq.4-7 

where T is the Lagrange muldplier. When F is minimized with respect to the association 

probability p(y|x), an encoding rule assigning x to y can be obtained, 

dix,y) 
exp( -^) 

P(y I -V) = J- . Eq. 4-8 
V r dix,v). 2^exp( — - ) 

y ^ 

Inserdng p(y|x) into F, we have 

F* = - r 2 / 7 ( A - ) l o g 5 ; e x p ( - ^ ^ ) . Eq.4-9 
x y ' 

To get centroid values of {y}, we minimize F* with respect to y, yielding 

yp(x,y) — dix,y) = 0. Eq. 4-10 
dy 

With p(x,y)=p(x)p(y|x), where p(x) is given by the source and p(y|x) is also 

known (as given above.) The centroid values of y that minimize F* can be computed by 
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an iteradon that starts at a large value of T, tracking the minimum while decreasing T. 

The centroid rule is given by: 

Yxpix)piy.\x) 
Eq.4-11 

Piy.) 

PiyA-"^)^-], — — , Eq.4-12 

E , , -ix-y.)^ IT 
piyj)(^ 

Piy.) = Y.P^-^^P^y.\-^'>- Eq.4-13 

It is obvious that the parameter T controls the endre iteradve process of deriving 

final centroids. As the number of clusters increases, the distordon, or the covariance 

between samples x and centroids y; will be reduced. Thus, when T is lowered, exisdng 

clusters split and the number of clusters will increase while maintaining minimum 

distordon. This statisdcal opdmizadon process is analogous to the stadsdcal mechanics 

annealing process when D is taken as the energy of a physical system, H its Shannon 

entropy and T the temperature of the system that governs the level of randomness. 

Minimizing the Lagrangian F in fact tracks the minimum of the free energy while 

gradually lowering the temperature, which is exactly what the chemical procedure of 

annealing does. When T reaches a value at which the clusters to split, it corresponds to a 

phase transidon in the physical system. 

To decide the exact T at which splitdng will occur, T is given by 

T=2A,„„„ Eq.4-14 
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where T̂  is known as the critical temperature and \,,^ is the maximum eigenvalue of the 

covariance matrix of the posterior distribudon p(x|y) of the cluster corresponding to 

codeword y: 

C,^y=Ypix\y){.x-y){x-vy • Eq.4-15 

The DA version for fixed-rate VQ is the mass-constrained DA, where the 

constraint of ^ . / ? , = 1 is used, p, is the sum of the probability of all repeated codewords 

(if any) that are in the same cluster i. Figure 4-2 gives the flow chart for implementing 

mass-constrained VQ with DA. As can be seen from the flow chart, there are a couple of 

parameters that govern the annealing process; each exerts its influence on the outcome, 

particularly the temperature cooling step parameter a. This dissertation will also study 

how the change of a affects clustering accuracy of the algorithm. 

For a VQ encoding system, the vector quandzer is usually followed by a variable-

length encoder to perform lossless coding on the codeword indices, such that further 

reduction in data size can be achieved. Such separadon of quandzation and entropy 

coding is sub-opdmal [40]; however, its quandzadon process is much simplified. If 

certain addidonal complexity is allowed and the communicadon channel can handle a 

variable-rate data stream, entropy constrained VQ (ECVQ) is more desirable because in 

the encoding process, optimization is performed on both the vector quandzer and entropy 

encoder at the same dme, which is almost opdmal. The ECVQ design method is proposed 

by Chou et al. in [51] with an iteradve process similar to LBG. It is shown in [51] that 

ECVQ can achieve performance very close to the theoredcal rate-distordon curve and is 
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even better than lauice coding in which a high resoludon approximadon is used. In [52], 

similar results are also presented. 

It would be of interest to see if DA, which can achieve a global opdmum for non-

convex data, can be used for ECVQ. In fact, by slighdy modifying the cost funcdon to 

<r/'(.v, v) = dix, v) -/llog /;(y) Eq. 4-16 

subject to the additional constraint V piv) = \,i\\e. output index entropy is incorporated 

into the free energy optimization, producing encoding rules for DA ECVQ [53]: 

d{x,y)-X\ogpiy) 
exp( ) 

piy\x) = -^— — - Eq.4-17 
^^^p^_rf(xoO^AlogMz)) 

y 

The centroid rule is: 

v = S^(^l>'^-'"' Eq.4-18 
V 

where 

pix\y) = pix)piy\x)lpiy), Eq. 4-19 

and the mass rule is : 

P(V) = ^ P ( A ) / 7 ( V | A ) . Eq. 4-20 

At T=0, the DA ECVQ is equivalent to the ECVQ in [51]. 
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in Eq,4-14 and Eq.4-15. 

Figure 4-2 Flow chart for implementing mass-constrained DA 

The centroids y. and the encoding rule p(yjx) are illustrated in Figure 4-3. 
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Eliminate repeated centroids'': get rid of centroids that coincide at the same location in one cluster: 
Fori=l:K, 
WCy.-YjVy, < R. then eliminate y, py=py+yp, j=l:K 
End ' ' 

Figure 4-3 Mass constrained DA centroid update 

4.1.1.3 The Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) Algorithm 

The LBG [34] algorithm is by far the most well-known clustering algorithm for 

vector quantizadon. The basic clustering process consists of two steps: opdmizadon of 

the encoding rule and optimization of the centroid. Given a large set of training data and 

a set of initial centroids, each vector of the training set is assigned to the nearest centroid, 

and then the centroids are updated using the assigned vectors. The entire process is 

described below [35]: 
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1. Start with an initial set of reconstrucdon values {K/"'}^, and a set of training 

vectors {X„ }„̂ ,̂. Set k=0, D'"'=oo. Select threshold 8 > 0. 

2. The quandzadon region {V/*'}J1, are given by 

V' ^{X„:diX„,Y^)<diX„.V,) yj^i}, i = ],2,...,M. 

3. Compute the average distortion D""' between the training vectors and the 

representative reconstruction vector. 

^- ^^ J^^ < f - ^ ' ' ' = T 7 S S l l ^ " - ^ l l ' , stop. Otherwise, continue. 

5. k=k-i-l. Find new reconstrucdon values {}^""}|^| that are the average value of the 

elements of each of the quandzadon region V/*'"'̂ . Go to step 2. 

Usually the inidal M centroids are unknown. In this case, the M inidal guessed 

centroids can be replaced by splitdng from one initial guess: 

1. Set M=l and let Y(0) be the average of the endre training sequence, and e a 

fixed perturbadon vector. 

2. Gi\'en {}' ),",, split each centroid Yi into two close vectors Yi-i-e. and Yi-e. 

Then the original centroids are replaced with [7, + s,Y^ - s}^^^ . Let M=2M. 

3. Update the centroids using the basic clustering process described above. If M 

reached the desired number of centroids, stop. Otherwise, go to step 1. 

LBG works in two modes. They differ in the way D is calculated. When the pdf of 

the source is known, the algorithm is changed to the following: 
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1. Start with an initial set of reconstrucdon values {F,"" };^,. Set k=0, D""= oo. Select 

threshold e > 0. 

2. Find quandzation regions 

V,' = { X : J ( X , F , ) < J ( X „ , F , ) yj^i}, i = l2 M. 

M 

3. Compute the distordon D**' = ^ ^ P C ^ J l l ^ . ~Yi W' • 
1=1 X„eV, 

4. If jj^ < e, stop. Otherwise, continue. 

5. k=k-i-l. Find new reconstrucdon values {y|'*'}^, that are the centroids of {V/*'"}. 

Go to step 2. 

4.1.2 Performance of Clustering Algorithms 

The performance of quantizers designed with the above three clustering 

algorithms have to be quantadvely invesdgated before one is selected for codebook 

training. A random Gaussian source is used as simulated test data for the following 

reasons: 

1. The random numbers can be conveniendy generated using exisdng 

software. 

2. A Gaussian source is simple to work with and it resembles the actual 

source under study in Chapter V. 

In pracdce, although clustering algorithms can take the source pdf into 

implementation, actual sources are usually unpredictable and their pdfs are difficult to 

model. To solve this problem, algorithms often assume a general model for unknown 
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source pdf for example, a uniform distribution. Because of this, quantizers designed with 

training data often work in a 'mismatched' situation—the model assumed by the 

clustering algorithm is different from the real data model. Since such cases occur 

frequently, it is of interest to investigate how the algorithm performance changes under 

both matched and mismatched condidons. 

Unlike AFLC, which works without assuming a source distribudon model, DA 

and LBG operate in two modes. In one mode, when the distribution of the source is 

known, the pdf of the source can be embedded in the clustering process. On the other 

hand, when dealing with sources with unknown distribudon, a uniform distribudon is 

assumed during the clustering process. 

In the experiments designed below, a random Gaussian source generated with 

MATLAB is used. In the first experiment, assuming the data source is unknown, DA and 

LBG perform in 'mismatched' mode. In the second experiment, the pdf of the data source 

is provided, and thus the algorithms operate in 'matched' mode. We are interested in 

comparing the distortion-rate function of the algorithms as well as their processing speed. 

The outcome of such comparisons facilitates the selecdon of the proper algorithm for 

codebook training. 

The mean square eiTor (MSE) is calculated as: 

1. Nearest neighbor rule 

1 '̂  
MSE = — y (x - y )" for an unknown distribution, Eq.4-21 

N 

MSE = ^ ( x , . -y^)"p(x,.) for a known distribudon, Eq.4-22 
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where y .is specified as: ( x - y ^ ' < ( x - y j ^ foral lk=l ,2 , ...,C,j;^k. 

2. Bayes classifying rule 

N 

MSE = ^ ( . \ , -yj)'p{\,) for a known distribudon, Eq.4-23 
1=1 

wherey^. : piy ^ | x , ) > p ( y ^ | x,) for all k=l, 2, ...,C,J7ik. 

To provide an objective reference to how the algorithms behave, we want to 

compare their distordon rate function with Shannon's lower bound. 

1. Lower Bounds 

Shannon's distortion-rate funcdon for a Gaussian source is given by: 

D( i? ) - a -2""* Eq.4-24 

where R is the bit rate. Shannon's lower bound provides an unsuipassable lower bound to 

the average distordon of a rate R VQ of any dimension and arbitrary complexity. It is 

achievable as k—>oo. In reality, actual vector quandzers are not close to this optimum over 

all dimensions. The bound given by the high-resoludon quandzadon theory in Eq.2-3 is 

accurate only at high bit rates (high resoludon, or large codebooks). However, the latter 

lower bound is found to be reasonably close to the actual performance and can be used 

for vectors of large dimensions [39]. 

2. Data 

According to [34], 10,000 training samples per output codeword are needed for 

the training data to provide an adequate representadon of the source. Thus, to generate 1, 

2, ... 32 output centroids, 10.000, 20,000 ..., 320,000 samples are used. The mean square 

error per dimension is calculated for each quandzer. In cases 1 and 3, the source is a two-
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dimensional zero mean and unit variance i.i.d Gaussian random number distribudon 

(Figure 4-4(a)) generated using the MATLAB random number generator. A correlated 

Gaussian source (Figure 4-4(b)) is used in case 2 and case 4. 

i^Sf^:';i.f-: 

• i.-yj 

W 
• • • ' ! i ' ^ 
'^•^OHK 

j ^ ^ ^ ' 

W''" 

. • • . . ; • • 

K^''. '• 
w^-. 

• 

(a) Unit variance, zero mean i.i.d (b)Unit variance, zero mean 
Gaussian source Gaussian source a,,=0.8 

Figure 4-4 Simulated Gaussian sources 

3. Computadon platform. 

The results presented below are all obtained using the Compaq Presario 1800 

(850MHz, 256 RAM) laptop computer. 

4.1.1.4 Casel: "Mismatched Mode" with i.i.d Gaussian Source 

Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-7 present the quandzers designed by AFLC, DA, and LBG 

containing from 8 to 32 codewords. Observations can be readily made: in this case, LBG 

quantizers are able to maintain consistency with the source distribudon for all three 

outputs. Quandzers with 8 and 16 codewords vary drastically among all three quandzers. 

As the output increases to 32, DA begins to follow the source distribudon. 
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Figure 4-8 summarizes the distortion-rate funcdons of all the quandzers designed 

above. Shannon's distordon-rate lower bound is also plotted for reference. Six curves are 

plotted here: distortion-rale curves of the training set (solid lines) as well as those outside 

the training set (dotted lines). These curves match well for all quandzers of the same type 

with distortions outside the training set being slightly higher than the ones with the 

training set. 

The first observation is that as the quandzer size increases, all three types of 

quantizers approach Shannon's lower bound more closely than smaller quandzers. 

Secondly, in this mismatched case, LBG yields the best performance among the three 

types of quantizers, although the performances of DA and AFLC are close to LBG at 

higher bit rates. 
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- o -

• • • • 

•»»» 
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DA 
AFLC 

LBGtes, 

AFLC, ^ 
test 

Shannon 

1 1.5 
bits/dimension 

Figure 4-8 Distortion rate for case 1 
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Besides looking at the performance in terms of the rate-distordon function, 

processing time should also be considered. 

Figure 4-9 plots the processing lime corresponding to the above quantizers. 

Compared to LBG and AFLC, DA takes much longer, whereas AFLC is much faster than 

LBG at high bit rates. 
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Figure 4-9 Clustering speed for case 1 

4.1.1.5 Case 2: "Mismatched Mode" with Correlated Gaussian Source 

In this experiment, we test the algorithm using a source with a different 

distribudon to see if the three algorithms are consistent in the output quantizers' ability to 

capture the characterisdcs of the distribudon. The source is a zero mean, unit variance 

Gaussian source with 0.8 correladon between the two dimensions. Figure 4-10 to Figure 

4-12 show the AFLC, DA and LBG quandzers with outputs 8,16, and 32. We can see that 
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in this case, AFLC and LBG quandzers are able to closely follow the source distribudon 

while DA deviates from the true source drasdcally. The distordon-rate functions of the 

quandzers depicted in Figure 4-13 reflect this observadon. Processing speed for this case 

is similar to case 1. 
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Figure 4-10 AFLC 2D quandzers for Case 2 
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4.1.1.6 Case 3: "Matched Mode" with i.i.d Gaussian Source 

When the pdf of the source is available, the quantizer can be designed via DA and 

LBG without the necessity of feeding large amounts of training data. The following 

experiment illustrates how these two algorithms perform under this situadon. Figure 4-14 

to Figure 4-16 plot the quantizers ranging from 4 outputs to 64 outputs resulting from this 

experiment. We can see that LBG and DA quandzers have successfully captured the 

distribution of the source, with DA quantizers following more faithfully than LBG 

quantizers. AFLC quantizers sdll deviate much more from the source than the other two 

types of quandzers. Compared with case 1, the processing dme shown in Figure 4-18 has 

been gready reduced for all clustering methods. DA sdll uses the longest time for 

clustering. 
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For AFLC and LBG, the nearest neighbor rule is used for vector assignment and 

MSE calculadon in both matched mode and mismatched mode. For DA, there are two 

ways to calculate MSE. In the mismatched mode, the nearest neighbor rule is used. 

However, in the matched mode, both the nearest neighbor rule (Eq.4-21 and Eq.4-22) and 

Bayes classifying rule (Eq.4-23) can be used. For practical quandzer design, the nearest 

neighbor rule is preferred since (1) the distribudon of the codewords is not available; (2) 

it makes the decoding process much faster and simpler. DA inherendy uses the Bayes 

rule to classify vectors. Thus, when the source distribution is known, it is necessary and 

convenient to compare the MSE resuldng from both assignment rules and decide if the 

nearest neighbor rule can be used instead of Bayes rule for the purpose of simplification 

without introducing too much distordon when DA quandzers are pracdcally used. 

Figure 4-17 shows the distordon-rate funcdons of all quandzers in case 3. As 

expected, DA performs best in this case. The difference in MSE distordon when using 

Bayes rule assignment versus nearest neighbor rule assignment is small and negligible. 

The codewords in LBG quandzers are more uniformly distributed than in the other two 

types of quantizers even in the area close to the origin—which means that LBG is not 

able to reflect the characterisdcs of the pdf as faithfully as DA and AFLC, since the 

Gaussian source samples are highly concentrated in this area. Because of this, the MSE 

values for LBG quandzers are much higher than for the others. The distordon curves in 

this case also indicate that during the LBG and AFLC centroid update iteradon, both 

algorithms are trapped in a much shallower minimum in the distortion funcdon than for 

the DA case. 
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Figure 4-17 Distordon rate funcdon for case 3 

There is a significant reducdon in clustering speed in this case, especially for DA 

and LBG, as we can see in Figure 4-18. For example, for VQ32, processing time is 

reduced from 17764 seconds to 363 seconds for DA, which is 49 dmes faster. For LBG, 

it falls from 221 seconds to 4 seconds, which is 55 dmes less. 
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Figure 4-18 Clustering speed for case 3 

4.1.1.7 Case 4: "Matched Mode" with Correlated Gaussian Source 

Figure 4-19 to Figure 4-22 give the quantizers for case 4. Compared with case 2, 

there is not much difference for LBG quantizers while DA quantizers demonstrate 

tremendous improvement. DA successfully captures the source distribudon this dme. 

However, it can also be clearly observed from the distordon rate funcdons in Figure 4-23 

that in this case, when the source is correlated, the MSE from the DA quantizer using the 

nearest neighbor rule has the highest distordon of all considered quandzers. It is much 

larger than that frdm DA quandzers using the Bayes classifying rule. Under this source 

distribudon, it is improper to use DA quandzers for the simple vector quandzation 

scheme described in Figure 2-1. To provide superior coding efficiency, DA quandzers for 
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such sources necessitate the knowledge of the codeword distribudon as well as the 

computadon of association probability for coirect sample assignment, which is difficult 

to obtain. Figure 4-23 also tells us that DA quandzers with the Bayes classifying rule and 

.AFLC are superior to LBG in this pardcular case. 
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4.1.3 Analysis of the Clustering Algorithms 

When evaluating the performance of LBG, AFLC and DA for vector quantizadon 

codebook generadon, there are at least three facts that should be considered: (1) accuracy, 

(2) processing dme, (3) operability (how difficult it is to control the program to produce 

the desired result.) 

4.1.1.8 AFLC 

The above experiments show that AFLC is the fastest algorithm in comparison 

with DA and LBG. The distortion resulting from AFLC stays moderate in all cases. 

Despite the distordon-rate curve, however, the distribudons of AFLC quantizer 
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codewords reflect poorly the due source distribudon. AFLC is very operable; the number 

of output centroids is affected only by the vigilance parameter x. When x is increased, the 

total number of centroids decreases in general. However, the exact number of centroids 

produced is not controllable, it depends on the nature of the data as well as the order of 

the samples. Multiple attempts have to be executed before the desired number of clusters 

is obtained. 

Although AFLC works well in some cases, the inclusion of the ARTl structure 

makes it highly sample-order-dependent. The following experiments demonstrate how 

the sample order affects the clustering results. 

Factors affecting the accuracy of the algorithm arise mainly from three aspects: 

1. Using the projection of a normalized sample onto a normalized centroid 

as initial recognition criterion in the ARTl structure. It is easy to see how 

this approach brings inaccuracy in to the clustering process, as is 

illustrated in Figure 4-24. We can see that although sample x, is more 

similar to centroid v than x,, its projecdon p ,̂ is smaller than p^,, the 

projecdon of sample x̂  onto v, thus x, will be classified into this cluster 

instead of Xj, which is inappropriate. Since the classificadon, opdmization, 

and new cluster creadon in the second step depends on the result of this 

inidal step, the inaccuracy it introduces can propagate through subsequent 

steps and affect the final classificadon result. 
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/ 

Figure 4-24 Sample projections onto centroid 

Previous efforts [66] attempted to solve this problem by incoiporating 

information carried by the magnitudes of samples and centroids before 

they are normalized, using a user-specified control parameter y, which is 

the ratio of the magnitude of the centroid and the sample before 

normalizadon. This approach decreases the inaccuracy to some extent, 

however, by definition, y ^Iso introduces a limitadon on the radius of the 

cluster, which contradicted the radius defined by another user-specified 

threshold—the vigilance test threshold, which is intended to be the only 

parameter that controls the cluster profile. Furthermore, introducing 

another parameter makes it more complicated to control the execudon of 

the algorithm. 

2. The samples are presented to the algorithm and classified in order. In this 

way, no matter how the sample is processed (added into an exisdng cluster 

or creating a new cluster), the system is updated according to the sample 

presentation order, thus making it order-dependent. 
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3. Using the sample that does not pass the vigilance test as the initial 

location of newly created chi.ster centroids. This technique is also sample-

order-dependent and highly random when using the current sample as the 

centroid prototype when the vigilance test fails. It is well known that when 

the initial locations of the centroids are not chosen correctly, FCM can be 

trapped at a very undesirable minima and thus affect the accuracy of the 

system. Furthermore, the inidal distance value assigned to every newly 

created cluster is fixed and cannot be changed to be adapdve to the sample 

distribudon. 

The following examples attempt to demonstrate how the ordering of samples 

affect clustering results. The iris data set is used as test data. The original iris data 

consists of three groups of samples each having four features; only three features are 

plotted here. Sample 1 to 50 belong to group A (shown as black dots), 51 tolOO belong to 

group B (blue dots), 101 to 150 belong to group C (magenta dots), as is illustrated in 

Figure 4-25 (a).The square indicates the location of the average value of the 

coiTCsponding group. In cases 1, 2, and 3, the three groups are presented to the algorithm 

in different orders, namely ABC iA,A,...A,^ B^B,...B^^ C,C,...C^,), CBA (C,C,...C5„ 

B,B,...B,„ A,A,. . .AJ, and interleaving BCA (B,CjA, B^ CA-^-BsoCsoAso)- These three 

examples clearly show how the number of misclassifications and final centroid locadons 

vary with input sample order. 
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Iris data and natural centroids 

V= 
5.0 3.4 1.5 0.3 
5.9 2.8 4.3 1.3 
6.6 3.0 5.6 2.0 

(b) Case 1 
Sample order: A B C 

Tau=4.0, DJnit=10, m=4. 
MisA=0, MisB=23, MisC=0 

V= 
5.0 3.4 1.5 0.2 
6.5 3.0 4.5 1.4 
6.6 3.0 5.6 2.1 

average deviation percentage from 
original centroid: 2.94% 

(c) Case 2 
Sample order: BCA 

Tau=4.0 D_mit=10, m=4 
MisA=0, MisB=35, MisC=0 

V= 
6.4 3.2 4.5 1.5 
6.5 3.0 5.5 2.0 
5.0 3.4 1.5 0.2 

average deviation percentage from 
original centroid: 3.39% 

(d) Case 3 
Sample order: interleaving samples 

from BCA 
Tau=3.0D_init=10, m=4 

MisA=34, MisB=0, MisC=50 
V= 

6.4 3.0 5.1 1.8 
4.8 3.1 1.4 0.2 
5.2 3.8 1.6 0.3 

average deviation percentage from 
original centroid: 16.97% 

Figure 4-25 AFLC clustering with different sample order 
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The next experiment shows how a slight change in the first inidal centroid 

prototype placement affects classification: instead of using the first sample as the first 

centroid prototype, the average of all data samples is used as the first cluster centroid. 

The sample order is CAB (C1C2...C50 A1A2...A50 B1B2...B50). Figure 4-26 shows a 

significant reduction in misclassificadon: no misclassificadon for groups A and C, with 

only 8 misclassificadons in group B (classified as group C). The triangles represent the 

final centroid locations. An average deviadon percentage value is used to show how the 

centroids deviate from the natural centroid. 

Experiments show that when the data samples are ordered in well-separated 

groups, resultant centroids are closer to natural centroids and misclassification is smaller. 

For instance, group A is well separated from group B and group C, so group A can be 

used as a separator for groups B and C, thus arranging data in BAG or CAB sequence 

yields better results. 

Following the same radonale, it is obvious that if we change the order of the input 

samples such that samples overlapping at the border of groups B and C (which are 

samples that are most likely to be misclassified) are presented last (by the dme the 

'correct centroids' are already setded), less misclassificadon or even no misclassificadon 

is possible. In the following case, samples are presented in CAB sequence (the same as 

for Case 4), however, the 8 misclassified samples in Group B are moved to the end, i.e., 

to be the last 8 samples presented to the algorithm. This dme, with the same parameters 

('tau=3.3, inidal distance =10 and m=4) there is only one misclassificadon in group B, 

none in groups C and A, as is illustrated in Figure 4-27. Comparing the centroid values 
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and centroid locations in this case with those for Case 4, we can see that the difference is 

small, however, the sample assignments (to clusters) are very different. 

tau=3 Slnitfal cli3tance=10 

6. 

2, 

(a) Case 4 
Tau=3.3, D_init=10,m=4, 
L' centroid=average, CAB 

MisA=0, MisB=8, MisC=0 
V= 

6.7 3.1 5.6 2.1 
5.0 3.4 1.5 0.2 
5.8 2.7 4.2 1.3 

Average deviation percentage from original 
centroid: 1.28% 

.s^-:,-

>i-& 

2 4 

(b) centroids 

Figure 4-26 AFLC clustering with modified initial centroid 
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(a) Case 5 
Tau=3.3, D_init=10, m=4, CAB with 

modified sample order 
MisA=0, MisB=l, MisC=0 

V= 
6.7 3.0 5.6 2.1 (b) centroids 
5.0 3.4 1.5 0.2 
5.8 2.8 4.2 1.3 

average deviation percentage from original 
centroid: 1.24% 

Figure 4-27 AFLC clustering with modified initial centroid and sample order 

Naturally, with other proper input sample orders, zero misclassification is 

achievable. In the same way, we can explain the bad misclassificadon that appeared in 

Case 3, in which samples from three different groups are interleaved before being 

presented to the AFLC algorithm. The 'vibradon' of samples among the three groups 

confuses the algorithm's ability to track the centroids, in other words, it falls into the trap 

of a shallow local minimum and cannot get out of it, resuldng in a bad classificadon. 

To eliminate the sample-order-dependency, proper inidalizadon of the centroids is 

essendal. Instead of assigning randomly incoming samples as inidal centroids, the 

algorithm can be forced to "see" the endre sample populadon when a decision is made to 
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increase the number of clusters and assign a new centroid. An algorithm aiming to 

impro\e AFLC using such a method is an issue for future research. 

Realizing where the problem stems from, it can be eliminated. Considering that 

the ARTl structure is naturally sample-order-dependent because it classifies samples and 

creates new clusters solely with reference to the sample order without taking the 

characteristics of the entire sample set (for example, the mean and standard deviation) 

into consideration, this architecture can be discarded. On the other hand, improper 

selection of inidal prototypes and inidal distance values are also factors that contribute to 

the eiTor. A procedure is described here to illustrate that improvement can be achieved by 

discarding components that introduce sample-order-dependency. This modification of the 

original AFLC is referred to as AFC. Major differences between AFC and AFLC are that 

AFC: 

1. Takes the average of all samples as the first centroid. 

2. Calculates the distance of all samples to the first centroid, chooses the one that 

has the largest distance as the second centroid. (If the whole data set is taken as 

one group, this approach of selecdng centroids sets the second centroid at the 

location that has the largest deviadon from the average.) 

3. Updates the system using FCM 

4. If the number of clusters meets the desired target, stops. Otherwise, goes to step 5. 

5. Assigns samples in a region-growing manner. Instead of assigning an ad-hoc 

inidal distance value to each centroid so that sample classificadon and the 

vigilance test can be performed, the region growing approach does not require the 

knowledge of how large the cluster regions can be. 
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6. First, all the sample distances to the current centroids are calculated. The sample 

that has the minimum distance value to a centroid is inidally assigned to that 

centroid. This sample assignment method guarantees that samples most likely 

belonging to certain clusters are assigned first by gradually building profiles of 

each cluster with affirmative sample members. The last samples to be assigned 

will be those located at the overlapping regions (if there are any); by the dme 

these are assigned, major characterisdcs of each cluster are already settled, 

leaving less room for error than if samples which are assigned otherwise. To 

verify the inidal assignment, a vigilance test similar to that of AFLC is performed 

(sample distance to the centroid compared to the average distance of the winning 

cluster). If the test passes, the sample is officially assigned to the winning cluster; 

the average distance of that winning cluster is subsequently updated. If the test 

fails, an attempt is made to assign the sample to the next cluster from which it has 

the second smallest distance. The same sample assigning procedure is repeated 

for all the clusters if vigilance tests fail undl all clusters are exhausted. If this is 

the case, AFC goes to step 6, otherwise, it stops and outputs the centroid values 

and the assignment matrix. Please note that the 'distance' here refers to any 

acceptable distance measure, for example, Euclidean distance for spherical 

clusters, Mahalanobis distance for ellipsoidal clusters [83], or even distance based 

on fuzzy membership value [67]. 

7. Creates a new cluster. Chooses the sample that has the largest distance to all 

centroids as the centroid prototype. This method of choosing inidal centroids 
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considers the overall sample distribudon. After the cluster is created, the whole 

system is updated with FCM. Then go to step 4. 

Initial experiments show that this algorithm is not sample-order-dependent and 

can cluster efficiently. Figure 4-28 shows the clustering results with AFC. Note that the 

generated centroids are much closer to the natural centroids than those of AFLC (Fig 

4-27). 
ure 
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(a) Tau=1.2 MisA=0, MisB=4, MisC=ii; 
V= 

5.0 3.4 1.5 0.3 
6.6 3.0 5.5 2.0 (b) centroids 
5.9 2.8 4.4 1.4 

average deviadon percentage from original 
centroid: 1.23% 

Figure 4-28 Clustering result from AFC 

4.1.3.2 DA 

DA has the highest computational intensity among the three algorithms analyzed. 

Processing time exponendally increases as the quandzer size increases. It possesses the 

best distortion-rate performance when the source pdf is known. When it is unknown, it 

has higher distortion than AFLC and LBG; however, the difference is moderate. Thus, in 
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terms of distortion, it is the most consistent when compared to AFLC and LBG. In terms 

of the sample assignment rule (the nearest neighbor rule or Bayes rule), we can say that 

when the source is rotationally invariant to the origin, the difference between the two 

assignment rules is negligible, otherwise, larger distordon is introduced using the nearest 

neighbor rule to replace Bayes rule. Major parameters that control the output accuracy are 

a, the reduction rate of pseudo temperature T, and r_elim, the centroid eliminadon rado. 

The processing dme is controlled by the convergence threshold R; it determines the 

number of iteradons needed to find the final centroid. 

Though not theoredcally proved, it is believed that DA can achieve the global 

minimum based on the clustering experiments given in [53] as compared to other 

clustering algorithms. However, there are some problems associated with DA that 

influence the output of the clustering algorithm: 

1. The pseudo temperature reduction rate problem. The biggest problem for 

DA is that it does not relate the reducdon rate a to the source distribution 

in a determinisdc way. Theoredcally, for mass-constrained DA, the mass 

of the clusters has been embedded in the centroid update and the 

eliminadon of close centroids is not necessary. However, as we can see, 

current "temperature" T̂ „̂ „̂, = aT^„,i„„, controls everything including 

centroid y, associadon probability p(y|x), and centroid probability p(y) 

(Eq.4-11 to Eq.4-13). Therefore, when a is not set property, the updadng 

of the centroids and associadon probability will be affected and this might 

lead to undesirably close centroids that have to be eliminated by manually 

setting thea ratio threshold r_elim. If the ratio of the magnitudes of any 
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two existing centroids is less than r_elim, these two centroids are 

considered idendcal and one of them will be eliminated. This undesirable 

interference step introduces inaccuracy in the final result. For example, 

when a is set too small, then T is reduced too abruptly and the centroids at 

the cunent system state cannot follow. However, if a is too large, it 

creates a "false" splitdng signals for the system, which will lead to almost 

idendcal centroids after centroid update. In the above experiments, since 

there is no way to know exacdy what a should be, a is usually set high, 

sacrificing processing dme in order to avoid the possibility of "missing" 

the right value of T for cluster splitdng. 

2. The repeated centroid eliminadon problem. Because of the first problem, it 

is very difficult to set the proper parameters to achieve the desired DA 

quantizer size, since the combinadons of a and r_elim can be numerous. 

The accuracy of DA quandzers is also affected: when r_elim is set too 

small, it will result in very close centroids and will fail to follow the true 

characterisdcs of the source. 

3. The underflow problem. During centroid update, underflow can occur. 

Looking back at Eq.4-12, when the associadon probability p(yjx) is 

calculated (which is a crucial step because y. and p(yi) originate from it.), 

the exponendal ^-'•'-^'•''""for all input vectors x and all centroids y has to 

be calculated. When the current source input x is very different from y, 

and, pardculariy, when T is very low (which happens often, especially 

when a large number of clusters has to be generated m vector quantizadon, 
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multiple steps of "cooling" leads to very low T values), 

f "*'"'' '^encounters an underflow problem. When this happens at low T, 

the denominator goes to infinity. 

To solve the underflow problem, let us find the minimum value m: 

m = min{(.v- v ) ' IT} for all j = 1:K. 
J 

Set a threshold TH. If (.v- y.)' IT -m >TH, then all terms in the denominator 

e ' •'' < e'"'e~™ less than the maximum value e" can be ignored with respect to TH. 

If e'"'"'^'''^ >e-'"e'™, thus it can be written as e'^"'''^^''^ =e-'"e'"' . Then Eq.4-12 

becomes 

Piy,\x) 
piy.)e piyi)e 

i=i i=i 

7=1 ;=i 

otherwise, p(yjx)=0. 

The value of TH should vary with the stadsdcal properties of the source. This is 

particularly important when DA is used for high dimension vector quantizer design-

especially when the size of the quandzer is large. At large dimensions the p(x) and p(y) 

can be very small, thus, to maintain a certain degree of accuracy, TH has to be set low. 

4. Data scale. Because of the underflow problem, the scale of the data has to 

be considered. The approximate soludon to the underflow problem 
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described above introduces some error if used often, which might be 

unavoidable if the scale of the data is large. One way to attack this 

problem is to normalize the data. In this case, however, if the desired 

number of clusters is large, muldple reducdons in T might also lead to the 

underflow problem. 

5. Operability. To illustrate the importance of feeding the algorithm with 

proper control parameters, several examples are given below in Figure 

4-29, demonstradng the difference of resultant centroids and distordons at 

different values of a and r_elim at the same rate. Table 4-1 shows the 

MSE of all these quandzers. We can see that the MSE ĝ^̂^̂ ,̂  differs up to 

56.5% (MSEĝ ^̂ ^ ,̂̂  = 0.023 for VQ61 with a=0.7 and r_elim=0.2 to 

MSE B̂y,̂ ,̂̂  =0.036 with a=0.8 and r_elim=0.3.) This problem undermines 

the robustness of DA and has to be addressed in future research. 

Quantizer size 

61 
61 
57 
58 
64 
58 

Table 4-1 Differences among DA quandzers 

a 

0.7 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 

0.75 
0.8 

r_elim 

0.2 
0.25 
0.25 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 

MSE .,, , 
_nearest neighbor rule 

0.1133 
0.163 
0.157 
0.214 
0.194 
0.224 

MSE„ , 
_Bayes rule 

0.023 
0.027 
0.028 
0.034 
0.035 
0.036 
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Figure 4-29 DA vector quandzers 
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4.1.1.10 LBG 

For LBG, there are two parameters that exert their influence on the output 

accuracy and clustering speed: perturbadon ê  and the convergence threshold e. 

Experiments (case 1 and case 2) show that the distordon-rate curve of LBG is the lowest 

among the three and is closer to Shannon's rate distordon funcdon than DA and AFLC 

when the statisdcal properdes of the source are unknown. The accuracy of LBG is poor 

compared with DA and AFLC with known source probability, as has been demonstrated 

in case 3. In all experiments, the processing speed is moderate. The most desirable 

feature of LBG is that it does not involve too much manual interacdon—the two 

controlling parameters (usually set to be 0.01 for both) can be applied to most sources. 

The second advantage of LBG is that it is very convenient to control the size of the 

quandzer; with the splitdng scheme, exacdy 2" centroids will be generated, which is very 

suitable for vector quantizadon. 

The contribudon to distortion from the two controlling parameters is minor. 

However, the main inaccuracy comes from the algorithm's iteradve nature and stopping 

criterion. The algorithm tracks the minimum distordon along the distordon function of 

the source and stops at the first minimum it encounters; in this way, it can be frequently 

trapped in a local minimum instead of reaching a global one. 

The convergence problem has never occurred during the clustering process in all 

of the above experiments. 
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CHAPTER V 

HYBRID MULTISCALE VECTOR QUANTIZATION 

5 J Problems with Image Vector Quandzadon 

Despite the theoretically proven efficiency of vector quantization over scalar 

quantization from rate-distordon theory, there are sdll some problems that prevent it from 

being widely applicable, as compared to its scalar counterpart. Exisdng problems leading 

to such an undesirable condidon include: 

1. Absence of general approaches to build a universal codebook for a variety of 

image classes. 

2. The bluiTing effect on images, especially when the codebook size is small 

(low bit rates). It is difficult to resolve the conflict between preserving the 

detail information of images (such as edges) and keeping the codebook size 

reasonably small. 

3. Lack of any effecdve and general model of the human visual system that can 

be embedded into quandzation schemes. 

5.2 Possibility of Generadng Universal Codebooks 

An efficient, if not opdmal, scalar quandzer is usually designed for certain types 

of data. For example, the set partidoning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) algorithm [62], the 

best scalar quantizer currendy available, is especially designed for efficient coding of 

muld-scale image wavelet coefficients. It will not perform well for spadal images. It is 

considered the best in the sense that its average performance for all types of images is 
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among the best of all other scalar quandzers. In this way, we can say that it is a general 

quandzer, or a universal quantizer. 

Similarly, we can define a universal vector quantizer as one whose average 

performance for all images is the best vector among the exisdng quantizers. When a 

simple coding scheme such as the one described in Figure 2-1 is used, a universal 

codebook for all types of images is required. In other words, if all image information can 

be described by one type of distribudon and a codebook is designed by a clustering 

algorithm that can achieve the global minimum for this type of distribudon, we can refer 

to such a codebook as a universal codebook. 

Consequendy, the problem of generadng a universal codebook can be addressed 

in two ways. First, regardless of the source characterisdcs, an efficient codebook 

generation algorithm has to be used to produce accurate codebooks with reasonable 

computational complexity. There are two popular techniques for codebook generation. 

One way is to use pattern recognition techniques to generate codebooks with a large 

amount of training data and seek a minimum distordon codebook for the data. Because of 

the use of training data, the codebook can be trained to be optimized for the data type. 

Clustering -dgorithms are used for codebook training. Another way is to use well-

structured lattice codebooks [27-30] in which the centroids are predefined once the type 

of latdce is selected. 

Secondly, the ability to characterize image informadon by a common distribudon 

is needed. Since it is obvious that this cannot be accompUshed in the spadal domain, 

image coefficients in the transformed domain should be considered. For vector 

quantizadon, this second requirement goes one step further such that vectors, regardless 
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of their dimensions, formed from grouping elements of such distributions should have the 

property that they too belong to one common distribudon. In other words, we are seeking 

an approach that can use a limited number of vectors to represent the vast variety of 

image features. 

5.3 Why Vector Quandzadon in the Wavelet Domain? 

The quesdon of whether or not it is possible to generate a universal vector 

quandzer for images can be broken into two parts: 

1, Can a common distribudon be found for all kinds of images? If so, how 

should the vectors be formed such that they too belong to one common 

distribution and at the same dme are able to represent image features? 

2. Is there a clustering algorithm that can achieve a global optimum for 

codebook training of images? If there is, what coding scheme should be used? 

No theoredcal study so far is able to answer these questions. However, 

experimental studies have shown that there are promising approaches to solve these 

problems. 

For instance, image wavelet coefficients have been demonstrated to possess the 

most valuable property: they generally have a distribudon similar to a generalized 

Gaussian distribution (Eq.3-32) for every subband, as has been shown in Chapter 111. If 

the coefficients are adequately decorrelated such that vectors extracted from the 

coefficients can be approximated as i.i.d generalized Gaussian distributed, then the gain 

GvQ/sQ we can achieve [53] 
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is higher than for Gaussian and uniform sources, as Figure 2-2 shows. Because of the 

predictable coefficient distribudons and theoredcal high distordon gain, image vector 

quandzadon in the wavelet domain is believed to be capable of achieving a better 

performance than in other domains and can be a stardng ground for building a universal 

codebook. 

The LBG algorithm, ever since it came into existence in 1982, has been the most 

popularly used clustering algorithm for vector quandzation codebook training because of 

its simplicity and adequate performance. However, its biggest drawback of being easily 

trapped in a local minimum is also well known. The recendy developed DA algorithm 

has claimed to be capable of reaching the global minimum biit lacks theoredcal support. 

Our investigation of LBG, DA, and AFLC in Chapter IV reveals various kinds of 

problems and advantages associated with each of them in their applicadon to vector 

quandzadon. We came to the conclusion that when the source distribution is symmetric 

and rotationally invariant around the origin, DA comes closer to the global optimum than 

the other two. Otherwise, LBG gives the most consistent performance. Fortunately, we 

can observe that the wavelet coefficients are approximately symmetric and rotationally 

invariant to the origin, thus, DA is the best choice for accurate codebook training. 

However, DA is also computadonally intensive. Therefore, algorithm selecdon is a 

compromise that depends on available resources. 
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5.4 Vector Extracdon: Previous Work 

Vectors for image vector quandzadon are usually obtained by parddoning an 

image into non-overiapping rectangular blocks. The image is either in its original spadal 

domain or in the transformed domain. 

5.4.1 Spadal Vectors 

Vectors formed from separating the spatial image into non-overiapping blocks can 

be used directly for codebook training. However, to make such vectors from a variety of 

images similar, their common properdes have to be extracted. Murakami et al. [72] 

accomplished this by subtracting the mean of the vector and normalizing the standard 

deviadon of the vector, turning the spadal vector into zero mean and unit standard 

deviation vectors. This process results in a similar probability density function for all 

vectors from different images. The vectors are then vector quantized while the mean and 

standard deviation is scalar quandzed. A mean/shape vector quandzer by Baker and Gray 

[73,74] used a similar feature extracdng approach. Trying to fix the edge-blurring 

problem of VQ, Gersho and Ramaurthi [75,76] used image edges and shade types as their 

vector quandzer feature vector. Codebooks of different features are formed. 

5.4.2 Transformed Vectors 

The puipose of using the transforms is to remove the statistical redundancy 

among image pixels. Codebooks designed in the transform domain are believed to be 

more close to opdmal than those designed in the spadal domain, because the transformed 

coefficients have better defined distribudons than image pixels. Two of the most popular 
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transforms used for image VQ are the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the wavelet 

transform. 

For DCT VQ, the spadal image is broken into square blocks (4 x 4, 8 x 8 or 16 x 

16), with the DCT applied to each block. The transform coefficients of each block are 

first classified into several categories, each representing certain features of the image, for 

example edges and lines; then they are either coded with codebooks designed for that 

category [77-80] or coded by pre-determined bit assignment matrices [81]. 

5.4.3 Wavelet Vectors 

Traditionally, vectors in the wavelet domain are generated by grouping 

neighboring wavelet coefficients within the same subband and orientadon in the same 

way as in the spadal domain [38,40,54,57,58,59]. Vector dimensions vary and depend on 

the outcome of the adopted bit allocadon scheme. For example, in [54], bit allocadon is 

obtained based on rate-distordon opdmizadon as a funcdon of subband and orientadon. 

The total distortion rate funcdon DT(R^) is given by 

1 iW 1 3 

DARr) = ^D,'''iRj^) + J^-^Y.^^,iR„,,), Eq.5-2 
2 m=\ ^ rf=l 

where SQ is the scalar quandzation, M is the total number of scale, and d represents three 

orientations. D,.(R,) is minimized subject to 

1 W 1 3 

R - J — / ? ' S + Y — T / ? Eq-5-3 
^ m = l ^ rf=l 
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, Eq. 5-4 

where C(k,r) is c(k,2) in Eq.2-3. and r=2 if Euclidean distance is used. As a result, this 

vector extracdon method produces vectors of different dimensions at different scales and 

orientadons. Consequently, muld-resoludon codebooks which consist of sub-codebooks 

of different dimensions and sizes are needed. Although the use of sub-codebooks makes 

the vector-codeword matching faster, the resuldng vector dimension and codebook size 

become image-size dependent. It is difficult to use such vector extracdon methods for 

training and generating universal codebooks. Based on the same principle, human 

perceptual models can be embedded into the optimizadon process [54,58]. 

On the other hand, motivated by the success of the hierarchical scalar encoding of 

wavelet transform coefficients, such as the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) algorithm 

[61] and set parddoning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [62], several attempts have been 

made to adopt a similar methodology to discard insignificant vectors (or zerotrees) as a 

preprocessing step before the actual vector quandzadon is performed using tradidonal 

vector extracdon methods [38,63,64]. In [64], the set-parddoning approach in SPIHT is 

used to partially order vectors of wavelet coefficients by their vector magnitudes, 

followed by a multi-stage or tree-structured vector quandzadon for successive 

refinement. In [63], 21-dimensional vectors are generated by cascading vectors from 

lower scale to higher scales in the same orientadon: in a 3-level wavelet transform, 1, 4, 

and 16 coefficients from the 3'̂  ,T\ and F" level bands of the same orientation are 

sequenced. If the magnitudes of all the elements of such a vector are less than a threshold, 
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the vector is considered to be a zerotree and not coded. After all zerostrees are 

designated, the remaining coefficients are re-organized into lower dimensional vectors, 

and ai"e then vector quantized. 

5.5 Muld-Scale Vector Extracdon 

Vector quandzer designs consisdng of zerotree eliminadon reduce the number of 

vectors to be coded by sacrificing extra bits to pinpoint the locadon of eliminated trees. It 

also helps to include more detail informadon into the codebook without increasing its 

size. Nevertheless, the actual vector quandzadon is performed by using traditional vector 

extracdon methods, in which only inter-scale redundancy is exploited. 

Our approach of vector extraction resembles that of [63] but is different in the 

way it is used. First, instead of using the muld-scale vectors just for insignificant 

coefficient rejection, we use the entire multiscale vectors as sample vectors for codebook 

training. Secondly, the dimension of the vector is not limited to 21; depending on the 

level of wavelet transform and the complexity of the quandzer, it can be varied. For 

example. Figure 5-1 shows how a vector of dimension 85 is formed. 
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Figure 5-1 Multi-scale vector extraction from wavelet coefficients 
(85 dimensional vector for 4-level wavelet transform) 

A muld-scale vector has the following advantages: 

1. It is image size independent. The vector dimension is fixed once the wa\'elet 

transform level is decided. The block size in a finer scale is twice the block 

size in the subband immediately above. If a block in the coarser subband 

contains shape features of the image, for example, edges or curves, then detail 

information of this feature exists in the finer subband, which together with the 

coarser version, is included in the same vector. In this way, we are able to 

capture image features, from the coarser version to the finer version, within 

one vector. 

2. The hierarchical structure of the wavelet coefficient magnitudes across 

subbands is embedded in the vector, making it one of the common features. 

Thus, when vectors are trained into a codebook, the codebook incoiporates 

both image features and wavelet coefficient properties. This common feature 
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is illustrated in Figure 5-2, where a number of vectors from different images 

are plotted together. 
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Figure 5-2 Multi-scale vectors 

Both intra-scale and inter-scale redundancy among wavelet coefficients can be 

efficiendy exploited, since the vector contains coefficients inside the subbands 

and across the subbands. 

Retains image feature structures. As the features of an image available from 

the coarser scales are expanded in the finer scales, the inclusion of the tree-

structured blocks from corresponding locations and orientadons at different 

scales helps to preserve image features, as is illustrated in Figure 5-3. 

Flexible. Because of the muld-resoludon property of the wavelet transform, 

multi-scale vectors extracted from high level transform contain all the multi-

scale vectors from lower level transform. An example of how a multi-scale 

vector extracted from a 3-level wavelet transform is embedded in a vector 

extracted from the corresponding 4-level wavelet transform is shown in 

Ficure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-3 Image feature retaining of the multi-scale vector extraction 
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Figure 5-4 Flexibility of the multi-scale vector extraction 

To compare the efficiency of using regular rectangular vectors and the multi-scale 

vectors, we compute the MSE of the reconstructed training samples with codebooks 

generated from the same set of wavelet coefficients. LBG is used to train the sample 
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vectors and generate codebooks of different sizes. According to [34], the training set 

contains at least 10,000 vectors per codeword. We generate the training samples from 

two sets of Tl magnetic resonance images (MRI) [55.56], applying a 2-level wavelet 

transform to generate vectors of dimension 5 using both the multi-scale method and 

traditional method. To consider the square block grouping method, we also use the 

traditional way to generate vectors of dimension 5 and 6. The MSE is calculated for the 

entire training set. (The MSE of samples from outside the training set will be slighdy 

larger). Figure 5-5 shows the results. We can see that the multi-scale vector method 

renders a much lower MSE than those from traditional methods. For example, an MSE 

reduction of 0.13 from rectangular vector k=5 and 0.08 from rectangular vector k=6 for a 

moderate codebook size of 225, coirespond to 21.3% and 13.1% reduction respectively. 
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Figure 5-5 Comparison between multi-scale vector and tradidonal vector 
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1 6 Hybrid Multi-Scale Vector Quantization 

When multi-scale vectors are used for codebook training using the Euclidean 

distance as a distordon measure, distortions from each coefficient of the vector are 

equally weighted, thus, the contribution to the distortion depends on the coefficient itself 

instead of the coefficient order. This, in fact, codes the coefficients according to their 

importance (large magnitude), not their occurring order, which is the same principle that 

has been used in EZW and SPIHT. The advantage of using muld-scale vectors is that it 

makes it unnecessary to spend valuable bits to mark the positions of important 

coefficients, instead, all locadon informadon is embedded in the vector and in the order 

of the vector. 

Vector quantization comes with a blurring problem when images are encoded at 

low bit rates. The clustering algorithms used to generate codebooks from a set of training 

samples, tend to blur images because of the 'average' or 'centroid' condition used to 

generate the codewords. When we use the centroid of a partition to represent all the 

vectors within that cell, some information is lost. When the vector space is not separated 

into enough partitions due to the limitations in the codebook size, a lot of detail 

information can be lost when such a codebook is used for image coding. This 

phenomenon is most obvious at high compression ratios (low bit rates). To address this 

problem, structured codebooks such as the tree-structured codebooks [39,40], classified 

codebooks and multi-resolution codebooks [38.54] are often designed to increase the 

codebook size (to include more details) while maintaining reasonable codebook search 

time. 



However, the blurring effect comes essentially from the nature of codebook 

design methodology. For a universal codebook design, it is important to capture the 

common features of images in the codebook. It is not possible to include everything in it 

since the dimension of the codeword and the size of the codebook have to be reasonable 

for practical applications. Therefore, it is important to find other approaches to preserve 

some particular information in individual images when they are vector quantized with a 

universal codebook. 

To accomplish such a goal, we use a second step residual coding, in which the 

difference between the original vector and the nearest codeword is scalar quantized. The 

residual represents the detail information lost during vector quantization. When the 

codebook is well designed, the residual contains only a few large magnitude elements and 

the number of such elements is small. In this case, we only have to code a few large 

magnitude elements to compensate for the detail lost during vector coding. The effect of 

such an approach to compensate for lost detail information during vector quantization is 

more obvious at low bit rates. 

The scalar quantizer should be selected with care. Here we choose SPIHT as our 

scalar quantizer for residual coding for two reasons. First, the residual still maintains the 

hierarchical structural property of the wavelet coefficients. Second, with just a few 

important coefficients in the residual, we can use SPIHT to code them efficiently without 

sacrificing too many bits to location designation. 

Figure 5-6 presents a block diagram of the encoding and coding process of the 

multi-scale coding scheme. 
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The advantage of combining multi-scale vector quantization with residual scalar 

quantization is that via the use of vector quantization, common features of a large variety 

of images can be represented, thus a reasonable size universal codebook can be 

generated. The detail information of each image that deviates significantly from the 

common features of images can be specially coded using scalar quantization, thus 

preserving the critical information and yielding a reconstructed image with better quality. 
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Figure 5-6 Block diagram of coding scheme 

5.7 Experimentl: HMVQ for A Series of Images 

There is tremendous flexibility in using the multi-scale vector extraction to 

generate codebooks of different dimensions. However, as the dimension increases, 

computational complexity increases. The effectiveness of using vector quantization in 

combination with residual scalar quantization to compensate for the detail information 

lost during vector quantizadon, especially at low bit rates, can be illustrated cleariy in the 

following example. 
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Here, we have used 26 slices of MR images from a simulated 3D MR volume 

database of a human brain [82]; all are 8 bits per pixel gray level images. These images 

span the whole range from the top of the brain to the lower part of the brain. Figure 5-7 

shows some of the images from the training set. A 4-level wavelet transform (9-7 filter) is 

used to generate vectors of 85 dimensions. MRI slice 6, which is outside the training set, 

is used as the test image, compares the reconstructed images of slice 6 from HMVQ 

with those solely from SPIHT scalar quantizadon at bit rates around 0.36 bits/pixel, 0.1 

bits/pixel and 0.05 bits/pixel. 

Some observations can be readily made. Notice that more detail information in 

the brain image is preserved with HMVQ at low bit rates than SPIHT, as is well 

demonstrated in Figure 5-8 (c) and Figure 5-8 (f). HMVQ, however, yields a lower bit 

rate (0.095 bits/pixel) as opposed to a relatively higher (0.1266 bits/pixel) bit rate 

assigned from SPIHT. Similariy, this effect is manifested in Figure 5-8 (d) as compared 

to Figure 5-8 (g) at a much lower bit rate (around 0.05 bits/pixel). 

Figure 5-7 Some images from the training set for experiment 1 
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(a) Original test image (MRI slice 6) 

(b) HMVQ coded 
Bit rate: 0.36bpp 
PSNR: 40.87dB 

(c) HMVQ coded 
Bit rate: 0.095 bpp 
PSNR: 32.51 dB 

(d) HMVQ coded (e) SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.048 bpp Bit rate: 0.37 bpp 
PSNR: 29.81 dB PSNR: 40.86 dB 
Figure 5-8 Reconstructed images from experiment 1 
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(f) SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.1266 bpp 

PSNR: 32.53 dB 

(g) SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.07 bpp 
PSNR: 28.87 dB 

Figure 5-8 Continued. Reconstructed images from experiment 1 

The peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) of the reconstructed images are plotted in 

Figure 5-9. It shows that our coding scheme is able to achieve around 2dB PSNR 

enhancement over SPIHT at very low bit rates, while a very small improvement is 

observed at higher bit rates. 
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Figure 5-9 Reconstructed image PSNR for HMVQ and SPIHT 
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5.8 Experiment 2: HMVQ for Mixed Images 

HMVQ seems to perform well in the last case, in which training images belong to 

the same class. Here we want to test the robustness of the algorithm for images of larger 

variety. In the following experiment, we generate vectors of dimension 85 from a set of 

28 images, most of them come from the USC standard image database, and some of them 

are taken from the author's own database. LBG is used to train the samples. A codebook 

size of 256 is used in this experiment. Figure 5-10 shows some images of the training set. 

They contain many more differences than the previous example. Our test image is the 

"lena" image (8bbp), which is outside the training set. "lena" is selected as the test image 

because it is the most frequendy used test image in the image compression community. It 

contains complicated features that are ideal to test the performance of a compression 

algorithm. For example, "lena" has smooth areas, such as the shoulder. It also has rough 

and fine features, such as the feather and the rings on the hat. Using "lena" also allows us 

to compare our results with those of others. (Also it should be noted that there might be 

small differences in the electronic version of the image, which might introduce minor 

differences in the result, which are negligible.) Reconstructed images are given in Figure 

5-11. As we can see, at low bit rates such as around 0.03 bbp (Figure 5-11 (e) and Figure 

5-11 (f)) and O.OSbbp (Figure 5-11 (a) and Figure 5-11(b)), reconstructed images from 

HMVQ demonstrate more detail information than SPIHT; even though the distortion of 

the image is perceptually disturbing at such low bit rates. On the other hand, at higher bit 

rates such as 0.2bbp (Figure 5-11(c) and Figure 5-11(d)), although there is a PSNR 

difference, the images are pleasant and the differences are subde to the eyes. Again, at 

low bit rates, we are able to obtain more than 2dB increase over SPIHT. The result of this 
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experiment is summarized in Figure 5-12. Also plotted in Figure 5-12 is the PSNR of the 

reconstructed "lena" using tradidonal rectangular vector exd-acdon and muld-resoludon 

codebook in [54] optimized with Eq.5-2. To obtain the result, [54] uses two codebooks, 

each having 256 codewords. We can see that our PSNR is far better even though we are 

using just one codebook of 256 codewords. 

ĤH 

1 ̂  ^1 

(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5-10 Some images from the training set for experiment 2 
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(a) Lena: HMVQ coded 
Bit rate: 0.049bpp, PSNR: 27.48 

(b) Lena: SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.06bpp, PSNR:26.17 

(c) Lena: HMVQ coded (d) Lena: SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.2bpp, PSNR: 32.11 Bit rate: 0.22bpp, PSNR: 32.24 

Figure 5-11 Reconstructed images from experiment 2 
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(e) Lena: HMVQ coded (f) Lena: SPIHT coded 
Bit rate: 0.030 bpp, PSNR: 23.57 Bit rate: 0.035bpp, PSNR: 23.48 

Figure 5-11 Continued. Reconstructed images from experiment 2 

,j'SNR(dB) 

0 0.05 0.1 O.ISjj 0.2 0.25 0.3 0,35 0.4 

Figure 5-12 PSNR of HMVQ and SPIHT for "Lena" image 
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5.9 Vector Quantization Index Distribution 

The indices of the encoded images in experiments 1 and 2 have similar 

distribution plotted in Figure 5-13, thus allowing efficient lossless coding of the 

codebook indices. 

index distribution 
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Figure 5-13 Index distribudon 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The major contributions of this dissertation, as have been described in detail in 

Chapter I, can be summarized as follows: 

1. thorough analysis of the factors affecting the performance of vector 

quantizers, taking into account the schemes of the existing most well-known 

vector and scalar quantizers have been performed; 

2. a vector quantization scheme with better performance than the existing best 

scalar quantizer for image coding has been developed. 

However, there are still many ways to improve this prototype scheme. Therefore, 

future research in the following areas are suggested. 

1. Improve the operability of DA. Everything in DA depends on the 

determination of the current pseudo temperature T of the system: the 

clustering speed and the accuracy. It is desirable to find a "determinisdc" way 

to decide the temperature lowering rate depending on the cun-ent state of the 

system instead of randomly choosing a fixed rate. 

2. In observation of the wavelet coefficient distribution, a structured codebook 

"can be used to enhance coding efficiency: one codebook for the vectors 

around the origin, which can be approximated as Gaussian source; another 

codebook for the long tails away from the origin, which is closer to a uniform 
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distribution. The combination of these two models more accurately describes 

the coefficient distribution than using just one model. 

3. To solve the scalability problem, the vector source can be scaled down to zero 

mean and unit variance vectors, while the covariance of each dimension can 

be sent as extra overheads. It is speculated that codebooks trained from such 

sources are more general than one trained from the coefficients themselves. 

However, the unit variance might create an underflow or overflow problems 

when DA is used. The precision of computation should be considered. 

4. Further improvement on the compression rate can be realized by customizing 

a lossless coding scheme for codebook indices since they show similar 

distribudons. 

5. Entropy constrained DA can be applied to codebook training. This is a 

promising approach since, according to Gray [40], when quantization and 

lossless coding are optimized together, the resultant quantizer is optimal as 

opposed to the sub-optimal model (separating quantization and lossless 

coding), which we are using now. 

6. The proposed basic coding scheme should not be limited to gray scale image 

compression, it can be extended to color image coding and video coding. Our 

study on clustering algorithms and suggested improvements can also be used 

for other pattern recognition tasks such as image segmentation. 
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